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5

Abstract6

Recent times, Storing data over the cloud has become more common for the reason that the7

data could be accessed globally .The data being stored on the cloud could involve confidential8

data, that needs security. The confidential data that is stored on the cloud through the9

database could be anything like username, email, password etc. This paper presents the10

idea/implementation of an Enhanced CBC algorithm on the cloud data. Through this11

cryptography technique the confidential data can be secured and authenticated.12

13

Index terms— cloud security, encryption technique, modified CBC, database security, rail fence.14

1 Introduction15

loud data, is the data that is to be stored over the network, the data that is corresponding to the client which16
could involve confidential details that needs to be secured. This data which is stored over the network is widely17
utilized for various useful aspects and needs to be sheltered from non-authenticated people.18

When it comes to securing content of data, that could involve sensitive data such as usernames, passwords etc.19
There could be two types, one being restriction of access to the cloud and the other being the security of the data20
in the cloud. Though there are advancements in the firewall activities restricting the control of non-authenticated21
users, there are still the chances of hacking. So, securing data over the cloud is the other option , which involves22
the act of cryptography, with the best secured cryptographic algorithm the chances of securing data also gets23
impregnable.24

2 II. Related Works25

The Encryption algorithm that is used on the cloud data is stimulated using Verilog HDL and implemented on26
a web form that accepts client information to be stored over an external server (wamp server) through a servlet27
code consisting of an encryption algorithm, the values are thus stored in an encrypted form.28

This Encryption algorithm which is a quite advancement or a modified CBC, is implemented on a string, where29
each character (8 bits) of a string is converted into binary format, on which the encryption algorithm mainly30
subsuming XOR and reverse operations is implemented. Unlike any other encryption algorithm in this one, the31
encryption key is generated from the text to be encrypted, which is also an 8-bit value. The first character32
binary value is XOR with the last character 8 bit binary value and thereby the result is XOR with the reversed33
binary bits of the middle character from the plain text to be encrypted, thereby generating a key of 8 bits. The34
key that is generated is again encrypted using rail fence technique and stored in the certain indexed position of35
the encrypted text. The algorithm is coded in Verilog HDL (Xilinx) and stimulated in Altera Modelsim. The36
stimulation represents the binary processing of a single character from the plain text in the encryption algorithm.37
With the represented input of 8 binary bits (temp variable in the above stimulation), through a generalized key38
of 8 bits (11111111), the encrypted binary output is calculated (out variable in the above stimulation), at the39
stage of implementation the binary output is converted into the character.40

3 Figure 3 : Decryption Algorithm stimulation (CBC)41

The above stimulation is for the decrypted 8 bit binary stature, where the encrypted output given as the input42
(in variable in the above stimulation) through the same key used in the encryption, the plain text is thus obtained43
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9 CONCLUSION

(temp in the above stimulation), Finally when it comes to implementation the binary output is converted in the44
form of a character.45

The key that is used in this encryption algorithm is actually derived from the plain text, which is encrypted46
with the Rail fence encryption technique with the key value of 3 which is then added at a certain position in47
the encrypted text. The stimulation of Fig. 4 represents the encrypted 8 bit binary stature of the key, with a48
series of different combination of rails. For the given input of 8 bits (”in” variable in the above stimulation), the49
encryption algorithm is applied and the encrypted output is calculated (”out” variable in the above stimulation).50
The 8 bit binary of the key is converted into a character and is embedded with the encrypted cipher text. Fence)51
The stimulation shown above represents the decryption of the key that is embedded at a certain position in the52
cipher text encrypted message, where the encrypted key output that is converted from string to binary is given53
as the input (”in” variable in the above stimulation) with the decryption of Rail fence algorithm original key is54
obtained (”out” in the above stimulation), To be implemented the 8 bit binary value is converted into a character.55

4 III.56

5 Methodology a) Cipher Blocking Chain (CBC)57

CBC algorithm is the operation on the block of binary bits with a key. Each block of plain text is XOR58

6 Formula for Encryption Algorithm59

In this encryption algorithm each character is divided into 8 bit binary format, which is further divided into 460
blocks of two binary bits. The first block is reversed and XOR with the first block of key, the remaining blocks61
of data is XOR with the cipher of the first block, reversed, and then the result is stored and XOR with the key62
making the remaining 3 cipher blocks. Finally the 8 bit cipher represents single encrypted character. Similarly63
this is repeated on the remaining characters.64

7 Figure 7 : CBC Decryption65

Formula for Decryption Algorithm Decryption is the parallelized process„ that undergoes in a parallel fashion,66
Each block comprises of 2 binary bits. Altogether a total of 8 bits , with four blocks .The first block of the cipher67
text is XOR with the first block of the key, which is then reversed deriving the first block of the original message68
and for the remaining blocks the current block of the cipher is XOR with the key, which is then reversed and69
again XOR with cipher Clearly a confidential and secured key is required for this cryptography technique. For70
the key to be generated , in this method there is a specific process where the 8 bit binary number of the first71
character is XOR with the binary number of the last character , thereby the result of these two is XOR with the72
reverse of the middle character . The key is then formulated and it is encrypted using Rail fence technique, and73
stored in the specific index of the text that is encrypted.74

8 b) Rail Fence75

Rail fence technique is the diagonal representation of the elements present, and thereby appending the elements76
serially. The key represents the length of the diagonal. Clearly from the above figure, the length of the diagonal77
represents the no: of rails (key) and the plain text is diagonally arranged serially, and when the text is read in78
a serialized pattern, the encryption is done. The encrypted key of 8 bits is then embedded with the encrypted79
string (series of characters) at a certain position which is calculated as the (length of the string)/2 and then80
stored over the cloud.81

Decryption is the reverse process of encryption, the key that is embedded at the (length of the string)/2 is82
identified and then decryption of Rail Fence technique is applied and finally the key for decryption is available.83
After the client registers his information over the form a servlet which is embedded to the form will be provoked84
and the code of the algorithm stated written in java will be coded through the servlet.85

Finally the encrypted text is stored over the cloud, rather than the plain text, that is clearly represented in86
the Fig 3 ?? Similarly Decryption is the reverse process which is a parallelized one.87

IV.88

9 Conclusion89

The sensitive details of the user when registered will be encrypted using the encryption algorithm processed90
through the servlets and finally stored over the cloud, the key that is used in this encryption process is generated91
automatically from the plain text, while the original text is obtained by decryption (which is the reverse process92
of encryption).93

V.94
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10 Future Work95

The user at this extant is restricted from the third party accessing information , while in the future users text96
files, images , videos etc. will be protected over the cloud network through the cryptography techniques so that97
the authenticated users could only access the information thereby restricting it to the third party users. 1

1

Figure 1: Figure 1 :
98
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Figure 2: Figure 2 :
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Figure 3: Figure 4 :
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Figure 5: Figure 6 :
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Figure 7: Figure 8 :
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Figure 8:
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